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BY EDWARD AND SANDY ELGAR

Dear Friends and Family

This year we visited Enakishomi School with our daughter Laura, her husband Alex,  
their children Leo (10), Barnaby (7), Chloe (5) and our good friends Bob and Liz Reeves.
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The School Campus 

There was heavy rain both before and during our visit but despite the mud, the School buildings 
and the garden were truly beautiful. The gardener, Dan has done an excellent job in creating 
new paths marked in white with flowers planted outside the classrooms in the central area. The 
vegetable garden is flourishing providing an array of vegetables and fruit for the children. It is a truly 
impressive achievement and demonstrates the benefits of permaculture.

Perimeter Fence 

The AET (Amy Elgar Trust) donated the funds 
for a new iron mesh perimeter fence. This 
will protect the garden from porcupines (who 
apparently love vegetables) as well as the 
neighbours’ goats who always managed to 
wriggle through the old fence! The new fence 
has no barbed wire which in the past punctured 
many footballs. It is equipped with solar 
powered electric wires to deter the elephants 
who have also caused problems in the past.

A Warm Welcome 

We received a very warm welcome and were treated to some traditional Maasai dances ....  
with some audience participation of varying quality!



The Borehole

The AET donated Ks 1.670,504.00 (over 
£10,000) to renovate the borehole and install a 
new pump and six new large solar panels.  The 
borehole is an astonishing 125 metres deep 
and can pump 4,000 litres of water an hour. 
A new neighbour, Michael Scott very kindly 
inspected all of the water pipelines and meters 
and provided a ground plan from the borehole 
which will alert us to leaks and ensure that the 
water is put to good use. There are fifteen local 
families who purchase water from the kiosk on 
a regular basis.

Sports Training 

A major highlight this year was to see our 
friend, Bob Reeves (formerly Head of Sport at 
Bristol University) coaching around 100 children 
and their teachers. He successfully organised 
the children into small groups and taught a 
variety of handling and passing skills.  
A great time was had by all!

Digital Learning

We are delighted that Lewa has provided a new Spectrum computer which serves as an electronic 
blackboard and is linked to the tablets used by the children. The Spectrum is a versatile teaching 
aid and can be loaded with a variety of different learning packages. The teachers and children are 
enthused with this new technology which, in time, will transform the children’s learning experience.  
The AET will make a donation to provide a new battery to ensure the Spectrum has sufficient power.



Pupil Numbers 

Pupil numbers have risen from nineteen in 2005 to three hundred in 2019. This extraordinary 
growth is a tribute to the excellence of the teaching and the environment at Enaikishomi. However, 
it is placing a great strain on the infrastructure (toilets, kitchen etc.) and risks increasing class sizes 
to an unacceptable level which is clearly not sustainable. It appears that many parents are unhappy 
with the quality of education at the local primary school in the village of Ethi which is about 4 miles 
away and they are transferring their children to Enaikishomi. Some children walk 5/6 miles to get 
to school. The teachers informed us that many children now arrive on a Boda Boda, the motorcycle 
taxi service!

We believe that the best way of controlling the pupil numbers at Enaikishomi would be to improve 
the quality of education at Ethi...something that may be very hard to achieve in a government 
school which apparently suffers from a poor Head and a demoralised team of teachers.

Staffing 

We were very sorry to hear earlier this year that the excellent sports and maths teacher, Morris 
Mutwiri was offered a contract by the Teachers Service Commission (TSC), the government body 
that employs and manages all non-private teachers. The TSC immediately transferred Morris to a 
School near Nairobi. His departure is a serious loss to the School. 

On our next visit we will try to see the local director of education to get a better understanding of 
how these staffing decisions (crucial to the success of Enaikishomi) are made.



Challenges 

Maintenance: The renovated borehole is producing plentiful water which is, alas, not yet benefiting 
the children or the teachers ! The taps serving the wash basins near the children’s toilet were not 
working and consequently the children were having to wash their hands from an old plastic jerry 
can nailed to a tree! No soap was available.

The failure to provide clean running water to the children was all the more surprising as nearby 
there are posters warning of the dangers of Trachoma (a serious eye disease) which is caused by a 
lack of personal hygiene.

The solar heated showers in the teacher’s 
accommodation were not working. As a 
consequence, the teachers were heating water 
in a large cauldron set over an open fire. This 
was creating conflict with some parents as it 
is believed that the teachers were using the 
firewood donated by the community to heat the 
cooking stoves in the kitchen.

In addition, we thought that many of the 
classrooms ...even the new ones ...were looking 
rather shabby.

Maintenance has always been an on going problem and we really have to resolve this issue before 
embarking on new projects. We feel that we have been let down by the Head Teacher who has 
overall responsibility for the management of the School.

As an alternative, we will explore the possibility of establishing (and incentivising) a maintenance 
task force that would report directly to the AET. This would ideally include a teacher, a parent, 
a pupil and Daniel Musamia (the excellent school gardener). Whilst there may be resentment 
at bypassing the current male dominated structures of authority, we think there could be great 
benefits in having intelligent and strong minded women involved in the management of the School.



The Appointment of Staff 

It is a truism that by far the most important resource in a school are the teachers. The AET employs 
directly six teachers and three other staff who are working well as evidenced by the growth in pupil 
numbers. However, government teachers are employed and appointed by the Teachers Service 
Commission (TSC) who in so far as we can judge (and this may be due to ignorance on our part) 
make appointments without consulting the School governors, the current teaching staff let alone 
the parents.

On our next visit, we will arrange to see the Director of Education so that we can better understand 
the process of appointing government teachers to Enaikishomi. This meeting will be very important 
to try and ensure that the TSC appoints a high quality Head Teacher to replace the current Head, 
Anthony Ndirangu who is due to retire in April 2020.

However, in conclusion, we have to say that despite our misgivings, Enaikishomi School is a very 
happy place of learning.

Edward and Sandy Elgar



The Amy Elgar Trust for Education  
and Community Development in Kenya

GIFT AID DECLARATION

 

I certify that I, (Donor’s full name) _____________________________________________________

Of (full address)

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

Telephone Number: _______________________________________________

Have made a donation of (amount) £__________________________________

on (date) _____________________

 
To the Amy Elgar Trust. I wish the charity to reclaim the tax on this and all other donations I make hereafter.

Note: In order to qualify as a Gift Aid donation you must pay at least an amount of income tax or capital 
gains tax during the year equal to the tax the Amy Elgar Trust will reclaim on your donation (28p for every 
£1 you give).
 
Signature ____________________________________________ Date ______________________

 
Please return this form with your donation to:

Sandy Elgar
Brook House

Greenhouse Lane
Painswick, Glos. GL6 6SE

 
UK Registered Office: The Lypiatts, 15 Lansdown Road, Cheltenham, Glos. GL50 2JA

Registered Charity 1144222
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